
DISTRICT OF SQUAMISH 
 Minutes

Squamish Economic Leadership Team (ELT) and Economic Partner Forum (EPF) 
Monday November 30, 2020 at 1:00 PM via Virtual Meeting 

Attendance 
Kelly Best 
Colin Doylend 
James Hillier 
Keith Ippel 
Tina Ippel 
Arthur Macapagal 
Richard MacKellar 
Abby Majendie 
Heather Mann 
John Matthews 
Leanne Roderick 
Nancy Steward 
Dennis Silvestrone 
David St Angelo 
Natalie Szewczyk 
Andreas Truckenbrodt 
Louise Walker 
Lesley Weeks 
Wendy Koh 
Ex Officio 
Karen Elliott
Jordan Sturdy 
Staff 
Lynette Cooper 
Kate Mulligan 
Nicola Slater 
Alicia Woodside 

Meeting called to order: 1:05pm 

1. Welcome to the Squamish Nation Traditional Territory
Ha7lh en skwalwn Kwis  tl'iknumut   tl'a  Skwxwuu7mesh  Uxwumixw

2. Proposed adoption of agenda
Moved by: John Matthews
Seconded by: Andreas Truckenbrodt
THAT the November 30, 2020 Squamish ELT and EPF agenda be adopted.
Carried.



3. Approval of minutes
Moved by: Richard MacKellar
Seconded by: James Hillier
THAT the September 17, 2020 Squamish ELT meeting minutes be approved. 
Carried.
Moved by: Lesley Weeks
Seconded by: Wendy Koh
THAT the September 10, 2020 Squamish EPF meeting minutes be approved. 
Carried.

 

Top Meeting Takeaways:

Visioning: 

• A vision should be an aspirational, but attainable statement
• Vision should cascade from Official Community Plan vision
• Should be how the community identifies/is identified
• There should be an overarching vision for the emerging ecosystem
• Specific sub-sector visions would be beneficial to support development
• Goals and objectives should cascade from this vision (the outcomes and actions)

Actions:

• We can do more to prioritize social and environmental outcomes
• A common framework would help prioritize actions
• To create momentum, we should decide upon 1-3 actions and begin immediate

implementation
• ELT/EPF members to prioritize and identify actions that they can play a role in

Long-Term Economic Recovery:

• Align efforts to priorities of provincial, federal and international governments
(environment, social, economic)

• Use a holistic framework to define outcomes and actions (social, environment,
economic)

• Consider future of work – COVID-19 has redefined the work environment (increased
importance - quality of life)

• Learning has evolved and it’s anticipated that the future of learning will be through a
blended model of delivery (online/in-person)



4.  Summary and Discussion: Priority Area 1 – Emerging Sector Action Plan Implementation

Priority Area 1 – Emerging Sector Action Plan Implementation. 
See presentation 
Continuing deep dive 
Moved Vision and next steps to Jan 21st 

• Alicia undertaking in-depth interviews - still recruiting for research interviews if
anyone would like to share some insights on employment space needs. You can
email her at awoodside@squamish.ca.

• LR - are these interviews limited to businesses that fit into the 2 proposed
ecosystems?  Or are you casting a wider net?

• Alicia: Our research (in-depth interviews) on employment space needs is aiming to
include all sectors in Squamish, as it will inform many of our economic
development projects, and also Planning team's work.

Exercise How attainable vs aspirational should our vision statement be? 

• KI - I'd be curious to hear how CapU, SFU, and UBC reflect on your role in linkages to 
post secondary and research in Squamish

• KB – lots of examples of projects, R&D, interest on both sides – missing mechanism 
to do this. Lacking space. Project by project not working. Project ideas and ways we 
could engage

• LR - I would add anecdotally that a lot of social science research is being conducted 
in Squamish, the problem is that we may not be aware of it or integrating it.  i.e. 
Peter Hall did a massive study on land use development and Squamish's oceanfront, 
I know US researchers who are looking into vehicle residency here.  Perhaps the 
issue is just having an awareness of the work that's being done here, and figuring 
out how to integrate that research in a way that informs the community  

• LWalker - Good to have both. We had a conversation around long term? Is five 
years long enough to achieve vision? We need short term action for long term 
vision.

• RM – Big distinction between small business and businesses that are currently small 
– need balance between both

• KM – Important to define what R&D means – how? Action part is next step. 
Developing high growth – idea of business creation, start up support, interest more 
on high growth businesses.

• KM - Is there appetite in this group to work on vision statements? Yes – will form 
working groups

• Agreed - Overarching vision and breaking down by sectors. The objectives should 
then help to detail how to address the identified barriers

• Need to start at end and work back
• KM - common goal for all industries and organizations, how we define ourselves in 

5/10 years?

mailto:awoodside@squamish.ca


• Karen Elliot - Remember that Squamish has a 2040 vision: In 2040, Squamish is a 
vibrant, inclusive, connected coastal mountain community with a big heart and a 
small town spirit. At nature’s doorstep, Squamish is a leader and steward, 
sustaining ecological and human health while supporting resilient neighborhoods 
and a thriving, diverse economy for all. Can have shorter visions, focused to help get 
there.

• LR - I think it's important to remember that the 2040 vision that Mayor Elliott 
posted was the result of years of community engagement and consultation - a 
bottom-up series of statements that were designed very carefully with a lot of 
community input.  Any/all DoS actions (ELT included) need to be in alignment with 
this.  To risk sounding like a broken record: economic development should be 
focused first on identifying and helping bring down the barriers to development as 
identified by existing businesses, and we need to provide rationale for doing so by 
understanding how addressing these barriers will put us on a path of economic 
development that is in alignment to that existing 2040 statement. My hesitation 
with high-level visioning is that we a) may end up foreclosing on different areas of 
opportunity and growth that will naturally open up as we work on removing the 
identified barriers (the higher-level things on the first slide) b) it may not be in 
alignment with the 2040 vision that was created by the community.  It's important 
not to give into a temptation to take on a 'build it and they will come' approach, 
and instead maintain the approach of ‘address the problems identified by our local 
businesses, and they can grow”.  That development needs to prioritize growing in 
ways that are vibrant, inclusive, connected (as per the 2040 vision).  The 2040 
statement also lays out a ‘diverse’ economy for all - this is where our ‘vision’ needs 
to be.

• Need to define what we mean by vision.

https://squamish.ca/yourgovernment/official-community-plan/


Exercise 

Critical Actions – see presentation 

• RM – how do we pick people to move actions forward?

• KM – Presenting what we have found to date you can think about how you or your

organization might help. Next step is defining who? Will send learnings in more

detail from these sessions

• Keith Ippel - Challenge based approaches to address sectors and specific barriers

have become a very popular and measurable way to see progress. - Challenge

based approaches depend on stage you want to foster in eco system. Definition of

challenge, call for innovators, multi-stage program with prizes. Few examples in

Province – Creative Destruction Lab, NexStream, Crysallix (HeroX platform)

• RM - The greentech and building.  We might think about being more externally

focused.  If we become a zero emissions community, we would only impact less

than 0.00075% of the world emissions.  If we think globally, we can impact a large

amount of the emissions.  Carbon Engineering is a good example, as it could

theoretically touch 100% of the world emissions.

Learnings Slide – shared actions 

• LWalker - We are in the middle of our member survey and housing affordability

remains a key issue. It's across the spectrum. We hear of businesses who struggle to

recruit for high paying jobs, with the overall affordability making Squamish less

appealing than other communities.

• Mayor Elliot - May have regional transit solution. Shared procurement strategies –

deciding policy tomorrow – looking at strategic procurements while looking at

social and environmental impacts.

• LR - Re: social procurement - this is a huge step for economic development.  Having
an established social procurement strategy/community benefit agreement
framework will be important to have in place if the economic development dept
chooses to prioritize 'attracting' business/start ups from elsewhere (as opposed to
growing what exists).

5. Plans for 2021: Priority Area 2 – Emerging Sector Action Plan Implementation. 
• See presentation 

• Priority area 1 won’t stop – continuous, looking for tools to keep updated

• Have applied for a grant: “CanExport Federal Grant”

• Core Ec Dev work continues:

• Squamish adventure centre – working with Chamber and TS to revitalize

• SVAP / Marine Zoning / Business Resilience

• KI - FYI, there is a $10,000 Build Back Better Challenge prize available now for

businesses that use the Resilience Program. You can share the program and

Challenge with businesses you know - https://spring.is/business-resilience/

• Social procurement / Research / Trying to strike a balance



6. Strategic Discussion: Long-term Strategies Covid-19 Economic Recovery. 

• See presentation

What emerging trends should the emerging sectors consider in their recovery and 

resiliency? 

• RM –more environmentally responsible, in US also

• HM – more holistic framework to every type of decision

• JH – shift to reduced office space, closer access to outdoors, higher prioritization

on space and quality of life, opportunity positioned closer to Vancouver, people

comfortable working remotely

• WKoh – ministry of energy – low carbon initiatives, things are in transition, could

be benefit to Squamish

• AM – Continuation of remote, blended learning for the future

• DS - Re: access to education and training, there will continue to be lots of digital

solutions for individuals and companies to obtain, from a variety of public and

private providers.

• LR - free/accessible wifi and framing this as a public good is really important as we

continue with remote learning and work.  I know there's movement towards this at

the federal level, and that most municipal buildings here allow access, but perhaps

ensuring that infrastructure is available and District messaging folks know where

they can go for access

• NS -   WorkBC Can help with training in in-demand occupations in Squamish area

• LR - I would like to see the temporary use permits for patios be extended to housing

as well - expedited permitting for housing that 'usually' wouldn't be allowed.  This

extends the same privileges to workers as it does to businesses to help them

through the pandemic.

What specific needs to sectors have in terms of support and they can be supported? 

• LWalker – Members survey findings biggest impact is decrease in sales volume -

short term action for cash support for businesses

• KE – federal gvt update – grant of $575m for youth employment, huge benefit for

youth to get training and come back to Squamish

• RM - Young people often attracted to digital jobs – how do we attract to other

areas eg green economy. Accelerate squamish into digital space and make more

attractive

• NS – aligned with mission in community. Have partnered with high schools, looking

at labour market information to make informed decisions. Currently in discussion

with CapU

• DS - Re: Natalie's info re funds for targeted training/education, there are various

funding opportunities available, and training and education providers available to

support. Key is to determine the existing training needs and participation of

local/regional businesses.



What immediate actions should be taken to add future resiliency to our sector ecosystem 

and business community? 

• HM – waste, create more circular economy, recruit new businesses to help with

that – help to support green economy

• LR - Bringing under umbrella of social procurement could help, recognize how

people are contributing to waste management

• Mayor Elliot – Need to continually connect our businesses to new funds coming

out, translate what is available for our local businesses

• KI - NRC Concierge can help with innovation businesses on funding sources

• NS - To Learn more about what your local WorkBC can do to support unemployed

job seekers, local employers and community stakeholders. You are welcome to

reach out to myself natalie.szewczyk@opendoorgroup.org.

• LR – still a lot of opportunity for framework putting forward. Trying to put together

equity and anti-racism committee. Important to align with funding

• KB – Great to identify 1-3 actions to take advantage of momentum

• KE – Are our entrepreneurs baking this into their business plans, how important are

these things to our local entrepreneurs?

• KI – Most entrepreneurs want to make the world a better place. Challenge comes

on firefight of day to day and ‘how do I?’. Role models and story telling to help

small businesses understand how to do it, frame in economic recovery – build back

better – why we have launched this contest. Remind people they are running

business and needs to be resilient. Start to build up from economic recovery and

orient towards building back better. Reminding small business of how these

principles are important to Gen Y, Gen Z, and Boomers - core markets and a big %

of purchasing power today

• LWalker - I think principles are important but paying the bills right now is taking

priority. An opportunity for us to keep the message strong.

• LR - couching anti-racism and equity as part of Squamish's commitment to a just

recovery (kudos to Heather Mann + co. on that) is how we get this done.  I'll just put

out there that I'm happy to partner and work with anyone who's interested in

advancing this.  leanne_roderick@sfu.ca

What can the district do to support long-term recovery? 

• NS – central place for community to access resources eg Chamber

• HM – process around affordable housing projects, permit process, can they be
accelerated?

• John Matthews – Dedicated planner to steward project through to accelerate

• RM - Everyone should prioritize their list and see what’s most important and where
they can help

Meeting Terminated at 3pm




